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Introduction
The JU Welcome Guide is designed to help you
find the information you need as a new international
visitor to the Jagiellonian University in Kraków.
It also contains useful tips and information about
living and conducting academic activities in Poland.
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A word

of welcome
I

t gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the Jagiellonian
University in Kraków. You are joining one of the largest
universities in Poland that attracts world-class staff and
students from around the world.

More than 3,100 international undergraduate, graduate
and PhD students who have come to our University are
a valuable advantage for our campus. Moreover, every year
over 250 international academics teach or conduct research at
our University. I hope that your stay will be both productive and
pleasant. In order to support all international members of our
community, an International Visitors’ Office has been opened.
It aims at helping them and their families in a competent and
appropriate way. This brief guide is an example of our support.
Thank you for choosing our University, which is the
oldest university in Poland and one of the oldest universities in
Europe. Since its foundation in 1364, the Jagiellonian University
has been an international institution, welcoming students
and scientists from numerous European and non-European
countries. It has created a climate for innovative teaching and

research in an international atmosphere, also allowing for personal development. Today
the Jagiellonian University comprises 16 faculties, where over 4,000 academic staff
conduct research and provide education to ca. 36,000 students within the framework
of 166 fields of study. The JU eminent researchers and state-of-the-art infrastructure
make the University one of the leading Polish scientific institutions collaborating with
major academic centres from all over the world. The University’s prestige in Poland and
abroad has been built up by its widely-recognised achievements which encompass the
entire spectrum of science.
Information about the University’s most important achievements, leading
personalities in every field of knowledge and its key partners participating in research
activities can be found in Research Highlights. The unique large-scale endeavours
include the Jagiellonian Centre for Experimental Therapeutics, the Małopolska Centre
for Biotechnology, the Molecular Biotechnology for Health, OMICRON, and the
Synchrotron Radiation Centre SOLARIS.
Yet another asset of the Jagiellonian University is its location in the historic city of
Kraków, Poland’s former capital and a great cultural centre, visited by millions of tourists
every year. In fact, some of the JU buildings are major historical sites themselves.
This guide has been specifically designed for our international researchers, teachers,
partners and guests. It contains useful information about services offered at JU. Hopefully,
it will help you arrange your stay in Poland, Kraków and at the University. The staff of the
JU International Visitors’ Office are always there to help make things run smoothly.
We will do our best that from the start you and your family will feel at home at our
University and that you will be able to drive forward your academic projects fruitfully.
I wish you a prosperous and academically successful time at the Jagiellonian University.
Professor Dorota Malec

Vice-Rector
for International Co-operation

Jagiellonian
University

Why the

Jagiellonian University explained:
•
•
•

ranked best in Poland

academic and employer reputation

proud to offer a broad range of degree programmes and summer schools
characterised by openness and high academic standards

•

participating in large scale projects and networks

•
•

striving for excellence in teaching and research

leading grant winner and successful in patent applications

•

promoting interdisciplinarity and internationalisation

•

exchanging academics and students

accredited in federal and national aid programmes

•

assisting students in all kinds of practical matters

•

providing entertainment and sports activities

•

sharing knowledge, experience and friendship

?
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The Jagiellonian University has dynamically been developing
teaching and research centres, including the first Polish synchrotron
radiation centre offering a large scale, multiuser and multidisciplinary
facility. Promoting interdisciplinarity and internationalisation, JU
has been involved in various international co-operation activities:
research and educational projects, faculty and student exchange
within bilateral agreements, Erasmus+Programme, SYLFF, summer
schools, networks, innovation and technology transfer as well as
diverse scholarship schemes.
The facilities and support available at the University are
wide-ranging: modern libraries, specialist museums and extensive
welfare services – all of which will help you make the most of your
time at JU.
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JU International
				Visitors’ Office

Welcome

T

he JU International Visitors’ Office is a point of contact for internationally mobile
researchers and academics as well as their families and their host institutions.
Its team provides information, advice and support for visitors in preparation for and
throughout their stays at JU. The team works closely with various units and institutions
within and outside JU to ensure that all the visitors benefit from the co-ordinated
services and feel welcome at the Jagiellonian University.
As for foreigners coming within international projects, they will also get
professional support from the JU Project Support Centre, which helps researchers
conduct their projects at JU. Naturally, support is provided by all of the JU faculties
and units.
Last but not least, the International Visitors’ Office provides foreigners with
information on specific topics relevant to their visits, ranging from residence formalities
to useful tips.

ADVISES ON FORMALITIES
visa/residence permit, registration, health insurance, work-related issues, supporting
foreigners in their dealings with the local authorities: the Municipality of Kraków
– Urząd Miasta Krakowa, the Małopolska Provincial Office – Małopolski Urząd
Wojewódzki, etc.

PROVIDES
information on finding accommodation

COUNSELS

on family matters

SUPPORTS
the JU units and faculties that host international guests

INFORMS
about living in Kraków and Poland

ORGANISES
events for international visitors and their families.
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click to show map

• Let us know in advance about your visit to JU
•
•

JU INTERNATIONAL VISITORS’ OFFICE

Use the register database

Wait for the confirmation of your registration
and information on the preparation procedures
(checklist, important documents, etc.)

Czapskich 4, room 12
31-110 Kraków

OFFICE HOURS

NOTE

Monday to Friday – from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

PHONE / EMAIL
00 48 12 663 38 36
international.iro@uj.edu.pl
www.international.iro.uj.edu.pl

If you are coming to JU within international projects,
please contact the JU Project Support Centre.
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Important

documents

Pre-departure
The following checklist will help you prepare for your travel:

✓ Discuss the date of your arrival with the JU hosting unit well in advance.
✓ Collect all the necessary documents.
✓ If applicable, apply for your visa and for visas for anyone accompanying you.
✓ Consult your health insurance provider on international coverage
(for yourself, your spouse/partner and children).

✓ Enquire about accommodation in Kraków and begin as early as possible
to search for housing that will suit your needs.

✓ Take with you all the prescribed medications.
✓ If applicable, enquire about local childcare/school and International
Driver’s License.

✓ Register online with the International Visitors’ Office.
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✓ In order to cross the Polish border the citizens of the European Union,

Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Switzerland only need a valid
identification card (ID) or passport. They can stay and work in Poland for
the first three months only on the basis of the id card or passport.

✓ Third country citizens entering Poland have to be able to justify the

purpose and conditions of their planned stay in Poland and have to provide
the following documents in case of the border control:

•

passport

•

health insurance document

•

financial resources

•

visas and work permit if required

Third countries mean
countries other than:
the European Union
member states,
Iceland, Lichtenstein,
Norway, Switzerland
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YOU MIGHT ALSO NEED THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS:

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Letter of invitation or any other documents from the Jagiellonian University.
Biometric passport photos, e.g. for your residence permit and various ID cards.
Certified copies of your PhD diploma or any other certificates awarded
for academic degrees (preferably with their sworn translations into English
or Polish if they have been issued in your mother tongue. Their sworn
translations into Polish can also be commissioned in Poland).
Proof of health insurance: you must have health insurance for the entire
duration of your stay in Poland. If you do not arrange a long-term health
insurance while still in your home country, make sure you take out travel
health insurance which is valid until your Polish health insurance comes
into effect.
Proof of finances or an explanation of how you intend to finance your stay
in Poland, such as a scholarship or employment contract.
If you intend to drive in Poland, bring your
International Driver’s Licence.
For any accompanying person, you might need:
• birth certificates,
• marriage certificate.

Should these
certificates prove
needed, their sworn
translations into Polish
must be commissioned,
which can also be done
after your arrival in
Poland.

I

f you sign an EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT WITH JU, depending on the type of contract
you will need a contract between a Polish scientific institution and a foreign scientist
coming to conduct scientific research, development works or additional activities in
Poland which was approved for this purpose by the Office of Foreigners and based on
the guidelines of the amended Act on foreigners.
Types of contract:
• an employment contract – umowa o pracę
• a civil law contract – umowa cywilno-prawna which can have the form of:
a contract of mandate – umowa zlecenie
a specific work contract – umowa o dzieło
• any other kind of contract, e.g. a scholarship contract.
All contracts should include:
a written declaration of the scientific unit, stating that it undertakes to bear the
costs related to the issuance and execution of the decision obliging the foreigner to
return according to the Act on foreigners (Article 151 (1) (1) (c): a written declaration
of the research unit, in which it undertakes to reimburse the costs of issuing and implementing
the decision on obliging the foreigner to return, covered by the state budget before the
expiry of six months from the date of expiry of the agreement on admitting the foreigner
if the basis for issuing the decision obliging the foreigner to return is his illegal stay on the
territory of the Republic of Poland.
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On Arrival
Before coming to Poland check what documents you need in order to stay and work
in Poland (visa, residence and work permit for you and anyone accompanying you).
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• The citizens of the European Union, Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Switzerland

can stay and work in Poland for the first three months only on the basis of their
id cards or passports. Those who plan to stay longer than 3 months are obliged
to register their stay in the Voivodeship Office (Urząd Wojewódzki) of the region
(voivodeship) where they intend to reside at latest on the next day following the
first three months of their stay.

• Third country citizens can enter Poland based on one of the following:
• Visa-free movement

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

• Residence card/Visa issued by another Schengen country
Contact your host unit.
Book your accommodation and sign a lease agreement.
Sign your employment or civil law contract.
Obtain information on potential taxation obligations and pension rights
that may ensue from your employment status.
Set up your workplace (e-mail, internet access, USOS access, etc.).
Open a bank account (optional).
Register your children at a nursery/kindergarten/school.

• Visa to Poland
You can stay in Poland within the periods permitted by the abovementioned documents.
If you plan to stay longer in Poland, you need to legalise your stay by obtaining a
residence permit (residence card).

• Intra-EU mobility – another possibility to enter Poland

Foreign scientists who hold a residence permit or a long-term visa (with the
annotation “researcher”) issued by one European Union country can go to other EU
countries, including Poland, for the purpose of conducting part of their scientific
research for the period of up to 180 days in any period of 360 days. This rule is
called short-term mobility of researchers and applies also to their family members.

4
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Entry
Residence
and

Working and Living in Poland

Visa to Poland

in Poland

In order to enter Poland, you might need a visa, registration and, for a longer stay,
a residence permit. You should apply for a visa to the Polish Embassy or Consulate in your
own country or your current country of residence at the earliest possible opportunity.
Depending on the duration and purpose of your stay, you will need a Schengen visa
marked with “C” (research visit lasting up to three months) or National visa marked
with “D” (research visit lasting more than three months). Additional documents in
your visa application: a passport photo, documents stating the purpose of your visit
and confirming that you have enough resources to support yourself (and your family)
during your stay in Poland.
More information can be found on the websites of the Polish Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and the Office for Foreigners.

WORD
OF ADVICE
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•

Do you need a visa to enter Poland?
There are several countries with visa-free traffic to Poland. Check out
if you can find your country on the list published by the Office for Foreigners.

•

The website of a Polish Embassy or Consulate should be your final source
of information as the rules may significantly differ from country to country.

•

If anyone intends to accompany you, it is advisable to apply for visas for
every person at the same time even if they intend to join you in Poland at
a later date.

If you do not have either the residence permit nor a visa issued by another Schengen
country or you are not covered by the visa-free movement, you have to apply for a visa
to Poland before arrival. Visas are issued by Polish Embassies/Consulates located
abroad and there are two main visa types:

• Schengen visa (marked as "C") is for stays up to 90 days within each
180-day period either in several specified countries of the Schengen
area or in the whole Schengen area, depending on the planned stay.
The validity period of the visa can be even 5 years but any stay in the
Schengen country/ies cannot be longer than the 90 days.
• National visa (marked as "D") can be issued for a maximum period of
365 days, depending on the length of your planned stay in Poland.
Having the D-type visa also entitles you to travel to other Schengen
countries for max 90 days within the 180-day period.
Visas are issued for multiple or single entry and for various purposes
of stay.
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How to apply for a visa to Poland

Registration in municipality/district office

• First you have to register on-line at https://secure.e-konsulat.gov.pl. Depending
on the visa purpose, different documents are required which have to prove the
purpose and conditions of the planned stay in Poland:

The registration (meldunek) is obligatory by law for both foreigners and Polish nationals.
The procedure is free-of-charge; however, a written confirmation costs PLN 17.

• a hosting agreement/work contract/a scholarship agreement/admission
document to the study or PhD programme,
• documents proving necessary financial resources,
• document proving health insurance in the territory of Poland,
• address of stay in Poland,
• travel document, e.g. passport,
• photograph,

When to register
European Union nationals and the nationals of Switzerland, Norway,
Liechtenstein and Iceland as well as their family members register at
latest on the 30th day after arrival if the planned stay exceeds 3 months;
nationals of other countries need to register at latest on the 4th day
after arrival if the planned stay exceeds 30 days;

• visa fee (typically 80 euros),
• if you are coming with your family members, documents proving family ties,
such as marriage and birth certificates.

Please contact the Embassy/Consulate for the full list
of the required documents.
The duration of the visa procedure should not exceed
15 days. You can stay in Poland legally until the last
day of the visa validity date.

Where to register
In a municipal/district office competent for the address where you are
residing. If you move to another place (city, town, district), you have to
register again.

30
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What documents are needed
• EU nationals and the nationals of Switzerland, Norway, Liechtenstein and Iceland as
well as their family members:
• ID or passport,
• a registration form (signed also by the apartment owner or an authorised person
from the hotel/dormitory),
• an apartment rent agreement or hotel/dormitory reservation document,
• family members additionally a residence card or other documents confirming
family ties (translated into Polish by a sworn translator)
The registration will be valid for the period of your apartment rental
agreement.
• Nationals of other countries:
• passport,
• registration form (signed also by the apartment owner or an authorised person
from the hotel/dormitory),
• an apartment rent agreement or hotel/dormitory reservation document,
• visa or a residence permit
The registration will be valid for the same period as your legal stay
in Poland stated in your visa or residence permit or for the period of
apartment rental agreement if it is shorter. If you came to Poland on the
basis of the visa-free movement, the registration will be valid for the 90
days from your arrival in Poland.

PESEL number

At registration, you will automatically be issued
a PESEL number (personal identification number).
The number starts with your date of birth and
serves for common identification purposes. It is
needed, for example, to settle down your annual
tax declaration. Also, thanks to the number it is
sometimes easier for instance to use medical
services or borrow a book from a library.
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Residence permits
A residence permit is a document that entitles a foreigner to:
• reside in Poland legally,
• work in Poland if additional work
You should
permit is not required,
check if it is allowed
• travel within the Schengen countries for
to work in another Schengen
the period not exceeding 90 days within
country on the basis of the
each 180-day period.
Polish residence permit; it may be
obligatory to obtain a work permit
or residence permit in that
other country prior to
• Registration of citizens of the European Union,
employment.
Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein and Switzerland
– those who plan to stay longer than 3 months are
obliged to register their stay in the Voivodeship Office
(Urząd Wojewódzki) of the region (voivodeship) where they intend to reside at
latest on the next day following the 3 months.
• Registration of citizens of third countries – after arrival they are obliged to register
their short-term and long-term stays if they exceed the visa period.

Residence permits are issued by Voivodeship Offices, competent for the region of your
place of residence in Poland. It is highly recommended to submit the application form
for the residence permit in person during a pre-arranged appointment. In case there
is not enough time to do that, it is possible to send the documents by post, but this
prolongs the procedure.

Working and Living in Poland
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When to apply for the residence permit
You can apply for the residence permit at any time within your legal stay in
Poland, at latest on its last day (e.g. on the last day of your visa validity).
However, it is recommended to apply earlier. After submitting your
application together with the required documents, your stay continues
to be legal, even after your visa or other document expires.
The residence permit is issued in a form of a plastic card which the
foreigners should carry at all times in case of control.
Types of residence permit
There are different types of residence permit, depending on the conditions of
the stay in Poland. Foreigners conducting scientific research, can choose between
three types of permit:

•
•
•

Temporary residence permit for the purpose of conducting scientific research,
EU Blue Card,
Temporary residence and work permit.

When choosing the permit type, you should take into consideration the required
documents and some benefits that certain permits may offer, e.g. for family
members.
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The registration procedure is easy and free-of-charge. You need to submit the following
documents:
• an application form – the application form should be filled in Polish and any
documents in foreign languages (such as your MA or PhD diploma, marriage/birth
certificate) have to be translated into Polish by a sworn translator,
• ID or passport,
• in case of employment – employment contract,
• in case of higher education, including PhD education: a confirmation from a higher
education institution, health insurance confirmation, and proof of having sufficient
financial resources for the stay (also for accompanying family members), e.g. a bank
statement or a credit card.

The document confirming the registration is a written statement valid
for an indefinite period.

Working and Living in Poland
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Residence permit for family members
The family members are: spouses of the EU citizens, EU citizens' or their spouse's
children of up to 21 years of age being financially dependent, and EU citizens' or
spouse's parents being financially dependent. The registration procedure for family
members is subject to charge.

✓

Family members who are non-EU citizens: if the intended stay exceeds 3 months,
it is obligatory to apply for a residence permit (a plastic card) at latest on the next
day following the 3 months.
• The residence permit is also issued by the Voivodeship Office competent for
the place of residence.
• The following documents are required:
• an application form,
• the registration confirmation of the family member – EU citizen who
provides for the family,
• a travel document (passport),
• 5 photographs,
• documents confirming family ties: marriage certificates, children's
birth certificates and other documents confirming that they are
financially dependent.
As all the documents have to be submitted in Polish, documents issued
in foreign languages have to be translated by a sworn translator of the
Polish language. The residence permit for the family members is issued
within 6 months but the Office issues a confirmation of submitting the
documents during the visit.

36
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WORD OF ADVICE

✓ If you change your employer/host institution or terminate your contract earlier, you

are obliged to notify the Voivideship Office within 15 days. Employers have the
same obligation. Also, if you change your address or phone number, you need to
inform the Office as these data are used for communicating important information
– sending requests for additional documents and permit decisions.

✓ If your visa or previous residence permit has expired and you are waiting for a new
residence permit, you are not authorised to cross borders within the European
Union Schengen area. You are only allowed to go to your home country but in
order to come back to Poland, you will need to get another visa (except for visa
free-movement) in a Polish Embassy or Consulate located in your home country.

More information about the residence card can be found on the Office for Foreigners
website and Euraxess Poland website.
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Working

at the Jagiellonian University

General rules
In 2017, the Jagiellonian University gained permission to use the Human
Resources Excellence in Research logo, awarded by the European Commission, within
the framework of the Human Resources Strategy for Researchers that aims at improving
the quality of researchers’ work as well as increasing the number of staff in European
research institutions.

Click here for more information about
the Human Resources Strategy for Researchers.

pp. 28–39: Source: EUROAXESS as of 07.06.2021 https://www.euraxess.pl

General rules related to employing academics at JU can be found on the website of
the JU Office of Human Resources.
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Work permit
A work permit is a document which entitles a non-European foreigner to work legally
in the territory of Poland. It is required not only if you are employed on the basis of an
employment contract but also civil law contracts.
EU-citizens as well as citizens of Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein and Switzerland do
not need a work permit to work in Poland in any sector.
In case of third country nationals, scientific employment at public research institutions,
such as universities, institutes of the Polish Academy of Sciences and research institutes,
does not require work permit.

Working and Living in Poland
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• foreigners who run a training course, participate in a professional training, fulfil an
advisory or supervisory function or other function requiring special qualifications and
skills within European Union programmes or other international aid programmes,
also based on loans taken by the government of Poland,
• conduct occasional lectures or presentations of a particular scientific or artistic value
(up to 30 days in a calendar year),
• have a temporary residence permit in order to join a family member in Poland,
• are citizens of Armenia, Belarus, Moldova, Russia, Ukraine and Georgia: citizens of
these countries can work in Poland without the work permit up to 6 months within
subsequent 12 months.

In addition, the Polish law defines other cases, which can be related to foreign scientists,
when the work permit is not required:

When the work permit is required

• foreigners who have a Polish national visa for the purpose of conducting scientific
research and their family members,

Generally speaking, as far as scientific employment is concerned, the work permit is
required in the private sector, e.g. in private companies, factories, in industry, etc.

• foreigners who have a temporary residence permit for the purpose of conducting
scientific research or a temporary residence permit for the purpose of highly
qualified empoyment (EU Blue Card) as well as their family members,
•

foreigners who have a residence permit of another EU country with a note
"researcher" who come to Poland to conduct a part of the scientific research based
on the short-term mobility rule (for up to 6 months),

• foreigners who have a residence permit for the purpose of study, incl. PhD study, as
well as their family members,
• full-time students and doctoral candidates in Poland or those who have graduated
from a Polish secondary school, university or a doctoral school (only full-time courses),

It is the employer who has to apply for the work permit for the employed foreigner.
Work permits are issued by a relevant regional office called the Voivodeship Office
(relevant for the region of the employer's location). The work permit authorizes the
foreigner to work only for the particular employer specified in the work permit. In
order to perform work for another employer, a new work permit is required.
The document includes: the name of the employer, the position or type of work, minimum
salary required by law, mode (full-time/part-time) and the validity date of the permit.

Source: EUROAXESS as of 07.06.2021
https://www.euraxess.pl/poland/information-assistance/work-permit
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Living in Poland
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Kraków
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Accommodation
The JU International Visitors' Office will gladly help you find accommodation in Kraków.
Please inform us about your requirements preferably three months before your arrival.
The Jagiellonian University offers accommodation in its hotels, guesthouses and
dormitories
GUESTHOUSES

DORMITORIES

• Florianska Guesthouse

• Piast Dormitory and Hotel

• Przegorzaly Guesthouse

• Bydgoska Dormitory and Hotel

• S. Pigon Guesthouse

• Nawojka Dormitory and Hotel
• Zaczek Dormitory and Hotel

Information concerning accommodation can also be found on the Internet or in real
estate agencies. Information on renting or buying a property can be found at the
Euraxess Polska official website.
The monthly rent prices are as follows: 600–800 PLN for a bedsitter, 1,500–
1,800 PLN for a one-room flat and around 2,000–3,000 PLN for a two or three-room
apartment. Naturally, accommodation in the city centre is more expensive, and a nicely
furnished studio might cost around or over 2,000 PLN.
Remember, never rent a flat without a contract as you will need it for your
documentation. The landlord is responsible for preparing a contract in two copies.
If you need any help with the contract, please let us know.
There are a couple of websites with accommodation offers:
• OLX Kraków					• Gumtree
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Social security

Health Insurance

The national welfare policy in Poland is the responsibility of the Ministry of Family and
Social Policy, and the Social Insurance Institution (Zakład Ubezpieczeń Społecznych, ZUS).
ZUS is responsible for collecting contributions and paying benefits to entitled individuals.

Foreign researchers and their families visiting and living in Poland can access the Polish
state-funded healthcare services:

One of the elements of the Polish social security system is a scheme of payment
financed within the social insurance framework from the Social Insurance Fund (Fundusz
Ubezpieczeń Społecznych). Its scope depends on the type of employment contract.
For more detailed information concerning the social security please visit the Euraxess
website

Taxation
The legislator imposes fines on tax evasion; thus, it is essential to remember about
making payments and submitting tax declarations within due time.

NOTE:
In general terms, everyone working in Poland (usually it means a stay of at least 183 days
of the calendar year) is a taxpayer here and is liable on their globally-earned income
regardless of the place from where remuneration is received. In case of temporary
residence, only the income from Polish sources, irrespective of where it is received,
is subject to taxation in Poland. The detailed regulation is included in international
agreements for the avoidance of double taxation that Poland has signed with over 80
countries.
• Each year between February and 30 April, all those who worked in Poland in the
previous year, have to submit their annual Personal Income Tax declarations (PIT)
to the fiscal authorities.
• Before the end of February your employer has to provide you with the PIT-11 form
which includes information on paid taxes.

• as employees when healthcare contributions are paid by the employer,
• as doctoral students with the health insurance covered by the university/institute,
• having a voluntary insurance in the National Health Fund (NFZ) or from a private
insurance provider,
• during temporary stays/visits, on the basis of the European Health Insurance Card,
• registering the S1 document issued by another EU country (e.g. posted workers,
family members),
• when insured as family members of employees in Poland.
In Poland having health insurance is obligatory. When applying for a visa to Poland and
legalising your stay in Poland, you always need to present an insurance coverage document.
Individuals insured in the National Health Fund (NFZ) can use state-funded healthcare
services which are mostly free-of-charge with rare exceptions, for example in case of
some dentistry services.

✓

Insurance of employees

As a general rule, people working in Poland on the basis of an employment
contract (umowa o pracę) and a contract of mandate (umowa zlecenia), regardless of
their nationality, are subject to compulsory health insurance. This means that the
monthly insurance contributions are paid by the employer in the rate of 9% of the
salary basis, subtracted each month.
In case of employees having a specific work contract (umowa o dzieło) the
employer is not obliged to cover their insurance so they have to buy their insurance
individually either in NFZ or in a private insurance company.
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✓

Insurance of doctoral students

All PhD candidates in Poland, regardless of nationality, are subject to the health
insurance to be covered by the higher education institution unless they are insured on
another basis, for instance as employees or family members.
This means that the doctoral candidates have access to the public heathcare services
free-of-charge. The right to use the services ends only after 4 months following the
graduation or termination of the education.

✓

Insurance of family members

In Poland, an insured employee has an obligation to report his/her family members
to be covered by the health insurance under their employment contract. The family
members are children and spouses, as well as parents and grandparents on condition
that they live in a common household with the employee. In order to report the family
members, their personal data have to be given to the employer. If you change employers,
you have to report your family members to the new employer. Adding family members
does not result in paying additional or higher contributions.

✓

Voluntary insurance

In case you are not covered by the compulsory health insurance, you have to sign an
individual insurance agreement either with the National Health Fund or with a private
insurance company/medical service provider. It should be stressed though that the
NFZ option is the most beneficial as it covers all state-funded medical services and
any related hospital treatment.

Working and Living in Poland

Family
and childcare
T

he JU service offers information
on family-related issues including
childcare, schooling, health care,
financial support and local community
resources.
Children under three years of
age may attend a day nursery (żłobek).
In Poland there are state-funded and
private nurseries. Their rates differ
substantially: public units may only
charge for food/catering, and in the
private ones you may have to pay also
for the care, maintenance, equipment,
etc. Prices in public nurseries are defined
by the local authorities.
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Jagiellonian University nursery “Żaczuś”
A child aged three to five may attend a nursery
school/kindergarten (przedszkole), which is not
compulsory and the decision remains at the child's
parents’ discretion. Similarly, kindergartens can be
run by state or private organisations/individuals.
Some private units offer activities in foreign
languages.

Scientific kindergarten – JCI kindergarten
The JCI Kindergarten is a project of the Jagiellonian
Centre
of Innovation,
ensuring
children’s
comprehensive and harmonious development. It is
located in the Life Science Park (ul. Bobrzyńskiego 14,
30-348 Kraków), adjacent to the Jagiellonian
University Campus. The overall aim of the initiative
was to cater for the needs of parents employed
at the Jagiellonian University and within the Life
Science Park and to provide complementary support
to academic employees, hence the inclusion of the
JCI Kindergarten as a part of the initial project to
extend the Life Science Park.
The JCI Kindergarten recruits children
throughout the year, based on the availability of
places.

Pregnancy
If you are insured within the Polish public healthcare system
(National Health Fund – NFZ) all the medical services provided
by public hospitals and clinics are free-of-charge. Therefore,
having found out that you are expecting a baby, you should
register at a chosen hospital or clinic to remain under medical
control from the earliest weeks of the pregnancy.
The medical services include regular check-ups carried
out by a gynaecologist (usually once a month), blood tests, USG
scans, etc., whatever is prescribed by your doctor, the labour
and post-labour care including. The post-labour care means the
necessary 2–3-day stay at the hospital, several check-ups of
the new-born baby as well as home visits of a midwife to which
women are entitled within 8 weeks after the labour (having
registered the baby at a chosen medical centre).
Therefore, after the baby is born (or even earlier) it is
recommended to register the newborn at a chosen medical
facility in order to receive further healthcare services, including
all the vaccines that are obligatory in line with the Polish
healthcare system.
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Facts

poland in brief

and figures

Population
38 million

Time zone

Official name:
The Republic of Poland, short form: Poland
(Rzeczpospolita Polska, Polska)

Central European time zone – (GMT + 1 hour/UTC + 1 hour)

Location:

1 złoty (PLN) = 100 groszy

Central Europe, bordered by Germany to the west,
the Czech Republic and Slovakia to the south, Ukraine, Belarus,
Lithuania to the east, and Russia and the Baltic Sea coast to the north

Religion
ca. 90% of Poles are Roman Catholics

Capital City

Dialling Code

Currency

Warsaw (Warszawa)

+48

Major Cities

Weather

Kraków, Łódź, Wrocław, Poznań, Gdańsk, Szczecin,
Bydgoszcz, Lublin, Katowice, Białystok

As the climate is moderate, the weather patterns can vary. The warmest months are:
June, July and August (with average temperatures ranging from 19°C to 32°C), while
the coldest: January and February (average temperatures: -15°C to 5°C).

Official Language
Polish

Holidays
•

May/June – Corpus Christi (first Thursday
of the ninth week after Easter)

March/April – Easter Sunday
and Easter Monday

•

15th August – Feast of the Assumption

•

1st November – All Saints’ Day

•

1st May – Labour Day

•

11th November – Independence Day

•

3rd May – Constitution Day

•

25th–26th December – Christmas Day
and Boxing Day

•

1st January – New Year

•

6th January – Epiphany

Parliamentary Republic (multi-party democracy
with a two-chamber parliament and a president)

•

Area

Political System

312,685 km2; Poland is the ninth largest country in Europe
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Kraków is a major academic and research centre in Poland, its academic traditions
going back to the 14th century. As the former capital of Poland and currently her
second biggest city, situated in southern Poland in the vicinity of the Tatra Mountains,
it is a great place to study. With its 23 institutions of higher education and nearly 100
research institutes, Kraków attracts numerous students and scientists. It is also home
to various companies, institutions and museums. The city’s historic centre, chosen
for the first UNESCO World Heritage List in 1978, welcomes ca. 12 million tourists
a year. Since the last decade Kraków has become one of the most appreciated tourist
destinations in Europe.

Kraków in numbers in 2020
780,981
129,900
12,150,000
6,000
428
290
147
235
54
60
23
12

inhabitants
students
tourists (in 2019)
historic sites
restaurants
pubs and clubs
sport facilities
km bike lanes
museums
parks, woods, gardens
institutions of higher education
theatres
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Language
T

he Polish language is spoken by around 38 million citizens living in Poland and
several million Poles living abroad. Polish ranks 17th among world languages as to
the number of speakers.
Polish belongs to the Slavic (Slavonic) group of Indo-European languages. They
are divided into three subgroups: East, West, and South, which together constitute
more than 20 languages. The current geographic distribution of natively spoken Slavic
languages includes Southern Europe, Central Europe, Balkans, Eastern Europe, and all
the way from Siberia to the Russian Far East. The number of speakers of all Slavic
languages together was estimated to be 315 million at the turn of the twenty-first
century; it is the largest ethno-linguistic group in Europe.
Polish is written with the traditional 32-letter Polish alphabet, which has nine
additions to the letters of the basic Latin script (ą, ć, ę, ł, ń, ó, ś, ź, ż). The set is composed
of 23 consonants and 9 written vowels, including two nasal vowels.
The letters q, x and v do not exist in the Polish alphabet; they are used only
in borrowed words. The stress in a Polish word generally falls on the second-to-last
syllable, although there are exceptions.
Polish grammar in brief: three tenses (past, present, future), two numbers (singular
and plural), three genders (masculine, feminine, neuter). Polish is a highly-inflected
language. There are seven cases for nouns, defining their usage in a sentence. Adjectives
agree with nouns in terms of gender, case and number. Verbs are of imperfective or
perfective aspect. There is a different conjugation (inflection) of verbs for each tense,
gender, etc. There are no articles. Subject pronouns are often dropped. Word order is
relatively free. Double negation is used.
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USEFUL WORDS
AND PHRASES IN POLISH
Dzień dobry

Good morning

Cześć

Hello

Do widzenia

Goodbye

Dziękuję

Thank you

Proszę (o coś)

MONEY
SERVICES
poczta

post office

koperta

envelope

znaczek

stamp

Please

doktor/lekarz

Proszę (podając
coś)

doctor/
physician

Here you are

dentysta

dentist

Tak

Yes

karetka

ambulance

Nie

No

szpital

hospital

sklep

shop

restauracja

restaurant

kawiarnia

café

fryzjer

hairdresser/
barber

basen

swimming pool

TRANSPORT
autobus

bus

pociąg

train

bilet

ticket

taksówka/taxi
Proszę zawieźć
mnie pod ten
adres.
tramwaj

taxi
Please take me
to this address.
tram

klub sportowy/ sports club/
siłownia
gym
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SOME PHRASES

bank

bank

pieniądze

money

Miłego dnia!

Have a nice day!

kantor
wymiany walut

currency
exchange

Jak się masz?

How are you?

wypłata/pensja

salary

Bardzo dobrze,
dziękuję.

Very well, thank
you.

cena

price

rachunek

bill

Ile to kosztuje?

How much
does it cost?

darmowy

free of charge

Która jest
godzina?

What time is it?

Gdzie jest
biblioteka?

Where is
the library?

Jak dojdę
do uniwersytetu?

How can I get to
the university?

w lewo

to the left

w prawo

to the right

prosto

straight

Kocham Cię.

I love you.

FAMILY
rodzina

family

kobieta/żona

woman/wife

mężczyzna/mąż

man/husband

dziecko

child

małżonek/
małżonka

spouse

szkoła

school

nauczyciel

teacher
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Climate
and nature
P

oland’s climate can be described as temperate with relatively cold winters and warm
summers, which is greatly influenced by oceanic air currents from the west, cold
polar air from Scandinavia and Russia, as well as warmer, sub-tropical air from the
south.

In winter, polar-continental fronts often dominate, bringing cold, frosty weather
with temperatures far below zero and sometimes heavy snowfall. The late summer
and autumn months are often influenced by dry, sub-tropical, continental air mass
that brings plenty of warm days. The average annual air temperature in Poland is 9°C,
the annual rainfall is 500–700 mm, of which snow constitutes only 5–20%.
The Polish coast is almost entirely sandy. Are you a beach lover? Do not miss the
unique Hel Peninsula, a long and small bit of land and a summer paradise at the same
time. However, Hel has got much more to offer: here you will find a seal aquarium, several
military objects from World War II and a lighthouse.
You certainly do not associate Poland with deserts, do you? Well, do not be
surprised to encounter such extraordinary natural environments in our country.
A two-hour drive from Gdańsk one can easily find wandering sand dunes. Near the
summer resort of Łeba you will get a chance to feel a little bit like in Africa – however,
the temperatures are definitely much friendlier.

poland in brief

The north-eastern part of Poland
is well-known for its lakes. The Great
Masurian Lakes offer you countless
tranquil spots where you will easily
get a chance to admire the beauty of
nature. Poland’s largest lake, Śniardwy,
is located there.
Plateau mountains? Yes, we have
got them as well in Poland. The Stołowe
Mountains are covered with luscious
forests and the local birdlife attracts
many birdwatchers. But the key factor is
stunning views.
The highest mountains are
the Tatras. Located south of Kraków, the
Tatras and their most popular ski resort
Zakopane astonish with their character
and fantastic views. It is worth seeing
Morskie Oko, a lake hidden amongst the
mountain tops.
A different type of Polish
mountains is the Bieszczady, often
referred to as Poland’s wildest mountain
range. They are perfect for hikers,
longing for wild nature. There you can
even meet wolves and bears, and if you
do not need wi-fi or spa to be happy, the
Bieszczady are the place to be!
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University

in brief

T

oday the Jagiellonian University is not only a university with medieval
tradition, but most of all a dynamically developing centre. Consistently
ranked among the top universities in Poland and international league tables,
JU is an important research and education centre in Europe.

It was founded in 1364 by King Casimir the Great and refounded in
1400 by King Władysław Jagiełło. The current name of the University derives
from the Jagiełło dynasty. In the late 15th century, the University became an
important centre of astronomy. Nicolaus Copernicus studied at the University
in 1491–95. Other famous students included Jan Kochanowski, a Renaissance
poet, Karol Olszewski and Zygmunt Wróblewski, chemists, and Karol Wojtyła,
who became Pope John Paul II.
The continuous tradition over several centuries is combined with the
most modern fields of science, which meet the needs of the 21st century.
The challenges of the enormously changing reality give directions to the
University’s development. Consequently, new majors, institutes, faculties,
where students and academics in various specialisations can study and carry
out research, come into being.
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Currently, the Jagiellonian University is comprised of four campuses nestled in
the city of Kraków. Classes are held in charming old buildings as well as new buildings
with state-of-art study facilities and research labs.
In addition to excellence in education and science, JU actively promotes innovation
and technology transfer. It has been listed at the first position in the Nature Index
2016 Rising Stars among 25 leading universities in Central-Eastern Europe and among
Europe’s Most Innovative Universities – REUTERS TOP 100 as the only university from
Poland and Eastern Europe. At the junction of fundamental and applied science stands
its unique National Centre for Electromagnetic Radiation SOLARIS, equipped with the
world’s most advanced synchrotron facility.
The Jagiellonian University is an active participant of many international
networks, such as:
AUCSO

BALTIC UNIVERSITIES PROGRAM

COIMBRA GROUP

EUA – EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION

EUNIS

EUROPAEUM

SAR

THE GUILD

UTRECHT NETWORK

UNITOWN
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The Jagiellonian University:
•

•

•

more than 650 years of academic tradition

•

16 faculties

four campuses with state-of-the-art infrastructure

over 35,000 students including 4,743 international students
from over 90 nationalities

•
•

•

2,356 PhD students

Academic

Calendar

8,342 employees, including 4,500 academics

•

35 faculty libraries

Jagiellonian Library, a public library, university library

and a part of the Polish national library system – 5 million books and publications

•

94 study programmes and 158 specializations

•

•

four university hospitals

winter
semester

classes 1 October – 27 January
examinations 8 January – 9 February

top rated in rankings of Polish universities

• one of the most popular universities in Poland among Erasmus+ international students
• national leader in international co-operation
• more than 80% of the graduated find employment within three months

•
•

•

of obtaining their diplomas
best medical faculties in Poland

one of the most innovative universities in Poland and Eastern Europe

•

university with the highest scientific potential

Collegium Maius – the oldest university building (1400 AD), currently housing
a museum with unique historical items, including scientific apparatus

classes 23 February – 14 June
examinations 15 June – 29 June

summer
semester
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JU boasts 4

JU Infrastructure

campuses
throughout the city

The Jagiellonian University comprises 16 faculties:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Faculty of Law and Administration

•

buildings: Collegium Novum and Collegium Maius.

Faculty of Medicine

Facilities of the Faculties: Law and Administration, Philosophy, Polish Studies,

Faculty of Pharmacy

Medicine, Health Sciences

Faculty of Health Sciences
Faculty of Philosophy
Faculty of History

•

Faculty of Physics, Astronomy and Applied Computer Science

•

Facilities of the Faculties: Physics, Astronomy and Applied Computer Science;

Faculty of Chemistry

Mathematics and Computer Science; Chemistry; Biology; Biochemistry,

Faculty of Biology

Biophysics and Biotechnology; Geography and Geology; Management

Faculty of Management and Social Communication
Faculty of Biochemistry, Biophysics and Biotechnology
Faculty of Geography and Geology

The Third Campus, called the Campus of the 600th Anniversary
of the Jagiellonian University Revival

Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science

Faculty of International and Political Studies

The Second Campus with Jagiellonian Library, Auditorium Maximum,
Facilties of the Faculties: International and Political Studies, Philology

Faculty of Philology
Faculty of Polish Studies

The First Campus located in Kraków’s old town, with two most significant

and Social Communication as well as SOLARIS, MCB, JCET

•

The Fourth Campus
Faculty of Pharmacy, University Hospital, Children’s University Hospital
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Some university-wide units:
• JU Archives

• Jagiellonian Centre for Migration Studies

• Jagiellonian Library

• JU Medical College Language Centre

• MC Medical Library

• Natural Science Library

• Centre for Distance Learning

• The Jagiellonian University Polish
Research Centre in London

• Jagiellonian Centre
for Experimental Therapeutics

• Jagiellonian Centre for African Studies

• Małopolska Centre of Biotechnology

• Centre for Integrated Systems Development

• JU Museum Collegium Maius
• Teacher Training Centre

• Jagiellonian Centre
for Interdisciplinary Studies on Culture

• Centre for Academic Outreach

• Centre for Technology Transfer CITTRU

• Centre for Higher Education Quality
Enhancement – Ars Docendi UJ

• Copernicus Center
for Interdisciplinary Studies

• Jagiellonian Language Centre

• Interfaculty Individual Studies
in the Humanities

• Postdiploma Medical Training Centre
• JU Sports Centre
• MC Sports Centre
• Synchrotron Radiation Centre “Solaris”
• Center for Quantitative
Research in Political Science

• Studies in Mathematics
and Natural Sciences
• Experimental Farming Centre “Łazy”
• Natural Sciences Education Centre
• Vineyard
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Research centres
and research
supporting units
R

esearchers and scientific infrastructure make the Jagiellonian University one of
the leading Polish scientific institutions collaborating with major academic centres
from all over the world. The University’s mission is based on two pillars: conducting
scientific research that expands our knowledge of the world and humanity as well as
educating new generations of socially sensible and creative people. The University is
also home to about 150 students’ societies where young researchers pursue academic
interests and develop friendship with those who share their passions.

Projects, patents and inventions
The University’s current position is also reflected in the growing number of patent
applications and the growing number of patents granted to its academic staff members.
In 2020, JU carried out 1,554 projects, including 1,363 research, 112 educational and
78 others. JU researchers acquired funding for 38 new international projects, worth
23,278,718 PLN. Unsurprisingly, the JU staff have been honoured with a number of
prestigious distinctions and awards, including the elite awards of the Foundation for
Polish Science (“Polish Nobel Prizes”).
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In 2019, patent offices granted patents for 36 JU inventions, out of which 12
in Poland and 24 in the USA, EPO region, China, Japan, Brazil and Russia. The patents
were the results of research conducted in eight JU units. In 2019, two trade marks
were also awarded (one in Poland and one in EUIPO).

MAŁOPOLSKA CENTRE
OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
The Malopolska Centre of Biotechnology (MCB) is a new research unit at the
Jagiellonian University created with the aim to carry out research of outstanding
quality. The mission of MCB is to stimulate scientific collaboration within the University
and with other Polish, European and world research institutions. The International
Advisory Board is responsible for the evaluation of MCB performance and shaping
the future of this exceptional research unit. By offering modern laboratory space and
implementing international standards MCB provides an attractive workplace for the
most talented Polish and international scientists. The main research areas explored at
MCB are structural biology, plant molecular biology and genome biology. Currently,
over 20 groups are conducting research at MCB and three of them, including a Max
Planck laboratory, are led by foreign scientists. The execution of the MCB mission will
be eased by four core facilities organized in the fields of crystallography, genomics,
proteomics and animal breeding.
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Synchrotron Radiation Centre and the MAX IV Laboratory, a research centre active at
the University of Lund in Sweden. The SOLARIS synchrotron has begun operations with
two beamlines (for photoemission electron microscopy/X-ray absorption spectroscopy
and for ultra-angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy). Ultimately, the experimental
hall of the accelerator will house several dozens of these lines. In total, they will be fitted
with about twenty experimental end-stations. Research will be carried out round the clock,
seven days a week, simultaneously at all the stations. Over the last decades, synchrotron
light has supported cutting-edge research in physics, chemistry and material science and
has opened up many new areas of research in fields, such as medicine, geological and
environmental studies, structural genomics and archaeology. The SOLARIS synchrotron
provides Polish and international researchers with opportunities to conduct new valuable
research in many fields of science.

Jagiellonian Centre
for Experimental Therapeutics
The Jagiellonian Centre for Experimental Therapeutics (JCET)
is an extra-faculty unit of the Jagiellonian University. Its main
objective is to develop experimental pharmacotherapy for civilization diseases as
well as to develop collaboration with industry in this area. JCET collaborates with the
Lodz University of Technology, and the Henryk Niewodniczanski Institute of Nuclear
Phisics of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Kraków.

OMICRON
SOLARIS Synchrotron
The SOLARIS synchrotron is the most modern and largest
multidisciplinary research tool in Poland. Moreover, its
outstanding capabilities place it firmly at the cutting edge of devices of this type in the
world. It was created as a result of unprecedented collaboration between the National

The overall objective of the project is to up-grade, stimulate,
unlock, develop and extend the research potential of the Faculty
of Medicine at the Jagiellonian University Medical College
(JUMC). The specific objectives are: to up-grade and extend the
laboratory equipment and research performance at JUMC Faculty of Medicine allowing
for most advanced genomic and proteomic research; to attract, develop and retain
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at the JUMC Faculty of Medicine the best research professionals of Polish origin and
foreigners; to develop the research skills of the future leaders in the thematic domains
concerned; to establish and expand networks across Europe to support high quality
research, exchange of know-how and experience, ensure technology and knowledge
transfer so that leading-edge research can thrive at the JUMC Faculty of Medicine; to
promote the excellence of the JUMC Faculty of Medicine and ensure the setting-up of
long-lasting strategic partnerships with leading centres in the respective priority fields; to
increase the participation of beneficiaries in scientific fields covered by the EC FP7 and
in HORIZON 2020. The OMICRON Project is run by five departments at the Jagiellonian
University Medical College.

Copernicus Center for Interdisciplinary Studies
The Copernicus Center for Interdisciplinary Studies was
established as a joint-venture between the Jagiellonian
University and the Pontifical University of John Paul II in Kraków.
It was created on the initiative of Rev. Prof. Michał Heller, a renowned philosopher and
cosmologist. The Center supports and encourages scholars to conduct studies at the
intersections of different scientific disciplines. It specializes in Interdisciplinary Studies at
the intersection of the Natural and Social Sciences, and the Humanities.

Jagiellonian Center of Innovation (JCI)
– Life Science Park
The Jagiellonian Center of Innovation, Ltd, is a company
established by the Jagiellonian University. It is responsible for
the Life Science Park management, runs a number of educational projects and offers
a complementary set of services for entrepreneurs and researchers in the area of life
science, including financial support for innovative companies, contract research and
clinical research services, and renting specialist laboratory space.
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Jagiellonian Library
The Jagiellonian Library is the oldest university-wide unit.
Thanks to its extensive collection of Polish books published
in Poland and abroad, it is recognized as a national library.
The library also collects foreign language publications that are used at the university
either as teaching or as research resources. All Polish books and valuable foreign
publications constitute the National Library Resources which, owing to their role and
value, demand extraordinary protection. For this reason, the main research library has
introduced security procedures which affect the accessibility of the collections. The
library provides online access to academic magazines and catalogues. The Jagiellonian
Digital Library is a platform which makes available collections and digital copies of
research publications of the Jagiellonian Library; it has been in operation since 2010.

RESEARCH SUPPORTING UNITS
Centre for Technology Transfer CITTRU
A unit supporting collaboration between the Jagiellonian University and business
in diverse areas, including:
•

JU inventions (licences, technology development, teamCreator),

•

JU commercial services (commissioned research carried out by JU research
teams),

•

Consulting (patent expertise, business plans, analyses of target markets for
JU innovations and commissioned research),

•

JU startup (JU Academic Business Incubator, consultancy).
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JU Project Support Centre
In 2015 the Project Support Centre was established. The unit is dedicated to support
the University in the field of fundraising and general management of the projects
carried out within the schemes of:
•

EU Structural Funds,

•

European Commission Funds,

•

Domestic Agencies Funds: Department of Science and Higher Education,
Foundation for Polish Science, National Science Centre, National Centre
for Research and Development.

The Centre is involved in:
•

providing information concerning currently open calls,

•

consulting proposals and implementation of the projects,

•

administrative, financial and legal assistance concerning research projects,

•

searching for funding opportunities and partners,

•

trainings, workshops, conferences
and networking events.

J
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visiting
the JU museums

It is worth
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International Flagship

Programmes

Horizon Europe Weeks
Horizon Europe Weeks is a prestigious Initiative that was created
in 2019 to strengthen international co-operation between
JU scientists and researchers from foreign universities and
institutions, the main goal of which is to jointly develop applications for research
programmes and projects.
Meetings of scientists under HEW take place in two forms: as intensive 3-day
workshops in a conference facility located near Kraków or 2-day online workshops.
Along with developing research co-operation and working together on proposals for
international research grants, scientists from abroad have an excellent opportunity to
learn about Polish history and culture.
As the organizer, the Jagiellonian University provides participants with
accommodation in Kraków, shuttle bus from Kraków to the conference facility,
accommodation during the workshops in the conference facility, assistance of the JU
Project Support Centre at the venue, organizational support of the meetings, technical/
multimedia support of online meetings and excellent working conditions.
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Visiting Professors’ Programme
In order to increase international representation among its faculty, the Jagiellonian
University has put in place the Visiting Professors’ Programme facilitating foreign academics
to become part of its community. The Visiting Professors’s Programme is supported by
the Ministry of Education and Science.
The programme offers foreign academics an opportunity to join the faculty of our
University, a fully paid-for accommodation in a convenient one-bedroom apartment for
the duration of their stay and a one-off return economy class trip to their home country
per academic year. In return, the JU student body gets to draw from the expertise
and knowledge of experts from around the globe.
Anyone interested in the programme should contact a JU unit corresponding to
their field and determine whether the course they want to offer can be incorporated
into the educational offer of the unit. If so, the unit will appoint a liaison who will
oversee the submission of their applications and later, should the application be
successful, support them in finalizing the visits. The entire process is supervised by the
International Relations Office.
Requirements:
•

CV and teaching programme

•

Invitation from a JU hosting unit

•

Running a minimum of 60 hours of lectures

•

Signing a civil law agreement

The JU International Relations Office is responsible for the Visiting Professors’
Programme.
For more information, please contact visiting.professors@uj.edu.pl
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IDUB – Strategic Programme Excellence Initiative at JU
In 2019, the Ministry of Science and Higher Education in Poland announced
a list of ten research universities selected in the first competition of the
“Excellence Initiative – Research University” Programme.
The aim of the competition was to select and support universities that will strive
to achieve the status of a research university, and will be able to successfully compete
with the best academic centres in Europe and in the world. Each of the participating
universities could have received a maximum of 40 points. The Jagiellonian University
received 34 points, and as a result took the 3rd place in the competition. Therefore,
it has become one of the ten universities in Poland that would receive a subsidy
increased by 10% every year between 2020–2026. This will allow our university to
improve competences and encourage professional development of its researchers, to
establish valuable international co-operation between universities and to increase the
level of research carried out by JU scientists.
Within the “Excellence Initiative – Research University” Programme, JU makes
every effort to achieve the status of a sustainable research university primarily
revolving around development of its international partnerships, research grants
support, innovation of research and education, advancement of social responsibility,
globalization of science as well as transfer of knowledge and technology.
On the basis of the SWOT analysis, reflecting the potential of research
development of the Jagiellonian University, it was possible to select 7 Priority Research
Areas (PRAs) within which the university will conduct intensified scientific actions:
• qLife
• Heritage
• SciMat
• FutureSoc
• DigiWorld
• BioS
• Anthropocene
Detailed information can be found at: www.id.uj.edu.pl/en
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Exchange Programme
Thanks to the ERASMUS+ Programme, financed by the EU,
international mobilities to teaching and training are more accessible
than ever. The opportunities for student exchange and staff mobilities
within the EU member states (as well as Iceland, Liechtenstein, North Macedonia,
Norway, Serbia, Switzerland and Turkey) seem to be limitless. The JU faculties have over
1,600 Inter-institutional Agreements (IIA) with faculties from hundreds of universities
and other HEIs in Europe, as well as other parts of the globe, which open way to easily
arranged and properly financed international mobilities.
The ERASMUS+ Programme also finances mobilities from universities in Partner
Countries all around the world. In 2021 alone, the JU will sign more than 40 IIAs to
allow for student exchange and international staff mobilities with 40 different Partner
Countries from six continents.
The JU welcomes visiting staff from our partner universities and other institutions
throughout the year. Its International Relations Office can help arrange appropriate
iteneraries for their visits and make contact with JU staff members for this purpose.

International co-operation & partnerships
The Jagiellonian University is involved in various international
co-operation activities, including research and education projects,
faculty and student exchange within bilateral agreements, Erasmus+
and SYLFF, summer schools, networks, innovation and technology transfer as well as
different scholarship schemes.
For more detailed information see the International Relations Office website.

Partnerships

1,634 Erasmus+ KA 103 agreements with 550 universites, 31 countries,
and 62 KA 107 agreements with 38 universites, 25 countries

400 bilateral agreements with 340 universities in 74 countries
(171 at university level; 190 at faculty/institute level; including 39 in Collegium Medicum)

36

164

144

29
4

Data as of 31.03.2021
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Everyday Necessities

Public

Transport

K

Everyday Necessities

Kazimierz and Podgórze. If you are going outside the centre (Nowa Huta, for example),
we recommend you purchase a 60 min ticket or a 90 min ticket (you can change trams/
buses many times). If you know that you will need to travel by public transport, we
suggest buying time tickets: 24, 48 or 72 hours. And if you are coming for a longer
period of time, one of the options is to buy a ticket for the whole week or month,
or consider the Kraków tourist card, which includes unlimited free travel on trams
and buses amongst its benefits. Note that those over the age of 70 travel for free, as
do kids under the age of four (ages must be proven with ID).

raków boasts a comprehensive and easy-to-use public transportation system
though there is no underground in the city. Some visitors will not even find it
necessary as most attractions are within easy walking distance from one another (not
to mention walking is one of the best ways to enjoy the city).

Types of tickets and their prices

Kraków’s integrated bus and tram system operates from early morning to late
evening, with night trams and buses continuing less frequently after that. Check
timetables and network maps online at mpk.krakow.pl or figure out how to get
from point A to point B via krakow.jakdojade.pl – an invaluable navigation site and
transport app.

90 min – 8.00 PLN

Transport tickets can be purchased from the handy ticket dispensing machines at
major stops, and onboard most trams and buses. Note that not all ticket machines take
bank cards, so it is wise to have some change handy. Cashless transport via mobile
applications, e.g. SkyCash or MoBILET is also available.

You must validate your ticket immediately on
boarding the tram or bus in one of the small
machines on-board, even if you have bought
your ticket on-board. You will be fined if you
travel without a validated ticket.

Tickets are the same for trams and buses and are timed, allowing you to change
between tram or bus lines within the allowed time. The cheapest current fare is good
for 20 min at a cost of 4 PLN. By our estimation, this is about the time it should take
to go 5–8 stops, depending on traffic, and ideal for travel around the Old-Town,
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20 min – 4.00 PLN
60 min – 6.00 PLN
24 hour – 17.00 PLN
48 hour – 35.00 PLN

72 hour – 50.00 PLN
7 days (zone I) – 56.00 PLN
7 days (zone I+II+III) – 68.00 PLN
unlimited weekend family ticket – 25.00 PLN

Useful links:
MPK
jakdojade.pl/krakow
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Transport
The companies listed below offer customised transport services for groups and
individuals, including airport transfers.
•

bike rent Kraków

•

BeKrakow.com

•

eSCOOTERS

Car Rental
All travellers wanting to rent a car in Poland must be 18 years of age, have a credit
card (not debit) and a valid foreign driver’s licence. However, those from countries
that have not ratified the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic (the United States, China,
Australia) cannot legally drive on their home licences; technically, an International
Driver’s License is required in those cases (in the US these are issued by AAA for a fee).
•

Avis Car Rental in Kraków

•

Hertz Car Rental in Kraków

•

Avis (Kraków Airport)

•

Sixt Car Rental (Kraków Airport)

•

Dragon-VIP Car Rental

•

Traficar Car Share

•

Europcar (Kraków Airport)

Everyday Necessities

Taxis
Kraków taxis are reliable and affordable. Calling a taxi in advance will
get you a better fare. If you stop one in the street make sure it is
clearly marked with company name and that it has a phone number
and fares legibly displayed. Taxis are now legally obliged to give you
a printed receipt at the end of the journey. You can expect a standard
fare to be about 7 PLN plus about 2.30 PLN per kilometre; at night
and on Sunday, however, fares increase by up to 50%.
Alternative taxi services Uber and Bolt are also available in
Poland, in fact, Uber has chosen Kraków as its European hub. Both
services offer cashless transport via their popular worldwide mobile
applications. Those already familiar with Uber or Bolt will find Kraków
well-covered by their services. However, there are some drawbacks
since Uber and Bolt drivers do not have the same permissions as
regular cabbies and thus may not be able to take you as close to your
destination as you may wish or they may need to take a less direct
route; on the other hand, a cheaper fare is certainly an advantage.
•

iCar

•

iTaxi

•

MegaTaxi

•

TaxiFixy

•

RadioTaxi919

•

RadioTaxi Wawel
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Currency

Everyday Necessities

Banking

The Polish currency is called złoty (PLN). One zloty is divided into 100 groszy. Banknotes
have the following denominations 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200, while coins: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20
and 50 groszy and 1, 2, 5 złoty. Currencies may be exchanged in numerous exchange
points or in banks, located in the city centre, at the railway station, the airport, post
offices and in some hotels.

Banking services
Banks are open from Monday to Friday, a few also work on Saturdays. All banks are
closed on Sundays and public holidays. Most banks have their own cash machines and
there are also cash machine networks (bankomat): Euronet, Cash4YOU, Planet cash). If
you have a card issued by a given bank, you may use its cash machines free of charge,
whereas other card holders may have to pay a commission.
Bank cards (Visa, Maestro, etc.) can be used in most shops and restaurants (there
are card logos on the entrance door). In some bigger supermarkets or chain shops,
selected cash desks accept payments in euro (apart from złoty) at an exchange rate
given there.

Communication
The Polish telecommunication market hosts several competitive service providers. You
can easily obtain a SIM card, a reliable Internet connection and a phone line. Some
companies offer combined packages including a land line, Internet and cable TV.
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As for mobile phones, you can choose between prepaid and postpaid options. These
are the main providers of mobile network in Poland: T-Mobile, Orange Polska, Play and
Plus, and they are also popular options for prepaid connection services.

Access for the disabled
All new buildings, including modern museums, art galleries, shopping malls and train
stations, are designed to be accessible for people with disabilities and an increasing
number of older buildings are being equipped with ramps, lifts and wider doors.
Kraków is constantly becoming more and more accessible to disabled travellers
and has recently undergone many changes in order to open its doors to everyone who
wishes to visit this fine city. Fully accessible vans with standard seats and one-wheelchair
space can be arranged for tours; a larger coach is a good option should you need more
wheelchair space. Early booking is highly recommended.
With JU academic teachers in mind, the Disability Support Service has developed
a programme of in-class and e-learning training workshops for those who are interested
in improving their teaching competences by learning more about educating people with
various disabilities. Additionally, an educational portal devoted to educating people
with disabilities in the open school system is available for all interested teachers at:
www.DareLearning.eu.
The training offer featuring courses meant to improve disability awareness is also
available for JU administrative staff who would like to acquire or develop their skills in
direct contact with the disabled.
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Shopping and the cost of living
The cost of living in Poland – take a look at the list of the basic products below:
•

bread –2.60–5.00 PLN

•

butter – ca. 5.00 PLN

•

cheese – 16–20 PLN per 1 kg

•

10 eggs – ca. 4.50 PLN

•

ham – 20–40 PLN per 1kg (depends on the kind of meat)

•

tomatoes – 6–10.00 PLN per 1kg

•

milk – 2.30–3.30 PLN per 1 L

•

white rice – 2.50–3.50 PLN per 400g

•

potatoes – 1.20–3.00 PLN per 1kg

•

chicken meat – ca. 15.00 PLN per 1kg

•

oil – ca. 5.00 PLN per 1L

•

mineral water – ca. 1.60 PLN per 1.5L

•

coffee – ca. 8.00 PLN per 250g

•

tea – ca. 4.00 PLN per small package

•

sugar – ca. 2.60 PLN per 1 kg

•

juice – 3.50–5.00 PLN per 1L

•

gasoline: 5.00–5.30 PLN per 1L

Emergencies
997 Police
998 Fire Brigade
999 Ambulance
986 Municipal Police
112 European Emergency Number
Emergency calls are free of charge and can be made
from any phone, including pay-phones and mobile phones
of any service provider (incl. foreign) everywhere in the EU.

112 is your life-saving number that will get you straight through
to the emergency services – police, ambulance, fire brigade.

8
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Checklist
✓

Inform the Immigration Office:
If you have a Polish residence permit (or you are waiting for one), you are
obliged to notify the Voivodeship Office that issued your permit about the
termination of your work or studies. You need to do it within 15 working
days after the termination of your work or study. The employer or the higher
education organisation has the same obligation.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Terminate your tenancy agreement in good time.
Terminate all contracts you made in Poland (e.g. electricity, phone, the Internet).
Pay all your liabilities.
Close your bank account.
Collect employment documents.
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